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Student GroupsStudent Groups

ProblemsProblems
!! Nothing to offer to yourNothing to offer to your

A+ students after courseA+ students after course
!! Faculty-studentFaculty-student

interaction limitedinteraction limited
!! Students donStudents don’’t knowt know

how to bootstrap intohow to bootstrap into
researchresearch projects projects

!! Few opportunities forFew opportunities for
students to shinestudents to shine

!! Research, development,Research, development,
art itches not scratched!art itches not scratched!

Solution!Solution!
!! Offer student groupsOffer student groups

thatthat  fit your interestfit your interest
!! Students can register asStudents can register as

““group meetinggroup meeting”” or or
““research projectresearch project””

!! Meet in the evenings soMeet in the evenings so
scheduling easyscheduling easy

!! Students canStudents can  registerregister
over and over, choosingover and over, choosing
bigger projectsbigger projects

!! 3 groups founded in 3 groups founded in ‘‘0101

www.www.cscs..berkeleyberkeley..edu/~ddgarcia/edu/~ddgarcia/
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EconomicEconomic
"" von Neumann andvon Neumann and

MorgensternMorgenstern’’s 1944s 1944
Theory of Games andTheory of Games and
Economic BehaviorEconomic Behavior

"" Matrix gamesMatrix games
"" PrisonerPrisoner’’s dilemma,s dilemma,

auctionsauctions
"" Film : Film : A Beautiful MindA Beautiful Mind

(about John Nash)(about John Nash)
"" IncompleteIncomplete info, info,

simultaneoussimultaneous!!movesmoves
"" Goal: Maximize payoffGoal: Maximize payoff

        ComputationalComputational
"" R. C. BellR. C. Bell’’s 1988s 1988

Board and TableBoard and Table
Games from manyGames from many
CivilizationsCivilizations

"" Board gamesBoard games
"" Tic-Tac-ToeTic-Tac-Toe, Chess,, Chess,

Connect 4, OthelloConnect 4, Othello
"" Film : Film : Searching forSearching for

Bobby FischerBobby Fischer
"" Complete info,Complete info,

alternating movesalternating moves
"" Goal: Goal: VariesVaries

CombinatorialCombinatorial
"" Sprague andSprague and

GrundyGrundy’’s 1939s 1939
Mathematics andMathematics and
GamesGames

"" Board gamesBoard games
"" NimNim, Domineering,, Domineering,

dots and boxesdots and boxes
"" Film: Film: Last Year inLast Year in

MarienbadMarienbad
"" Complete info,Complete info,

alternating movesalternating moves
"" Goal: Goal: Last moveLast move

What is What is ““Game TheoryGame Theory””??
www.www.cscs..berkeleyberkeley..edu/~ddgarcia/eyawtkagtbwataedu/~ddgarcia/eyawtkagtbwata
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What board games do you mean?What board games do you mean?

!! No chance, such as diceNo chance, such as dice
or shuffled cardsor shuffled cards

!! Both players haveBoth players have
complete informationcomplete information
"" No hidden information, asNo hidden information, as

in in Stratego Stratego & Magic& Magic

!! Two players (Left & Right)Two players (Left & Right)
usually alternateusually alternate moves moves
"" Repeat & skip moves okRepeat & skip moves ok
"" Simultaneous moves not okSimultaneous moves not ok

!! The game can endThe game can end  in ain a
pattern, capture, by thepattern, capture, by the
absence of moves, or absence of moves, or ……
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Basic DefinitionsBasic Definitions

!! Games are graphsGames are graphs
"" Position are nodesPosition are nodes
"" Moves are edgesMoves are edges

!! We We strongly solvestrongly solve game game
by visiting by visiting everyevery position position
"" ““PlayingPlaying”” every game every game  everever

!! Each position is (forEach position is (for
player whose turn it is)player whose turn it is)

        WinningWinning ( (!! losing child) losing child)
        LosingLosing (All children (All children

winning)winning)
        TieingTieing  (!(!!! losing child, but losing child, but
!!  tieing tieing child)child)

        DrawingDrawing (can (can’’t force at force a
win or be forced to lose)win or be forced to lose)
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Example: Example: Tic-Tac-ToeTic-Tac-Toe

!! Rules (on your turn):Rules (on your turn):
"" Place your X or O in anPlace your X or O in an

empty slot on 3x3 boardempty slot on 3x3 board

!! GoalGoal
"" If your make 3-in-a-rowIf your make 3-in-a-row

firstfirst in any row / column in any row / column
/ / diagdiag, win, win

"" Else if board is full withElse if board is full with
no 3-in-row, tieno 3-in-row, tie

!! Misére Misére is trickyis tricky
"" 3-in-row LOSES3-in-row LOSES
"" Pair up and play now,Pair up and play now,

then swap who goes 1stthen swap who goes 1st Values Visualization for Values Visualization for Tic-Tac-ToeTic-Tac-Toe
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Tic-Tac-Toe Tic-Tac-Toe Answer Visualized!Answer Visualized!

MisMisére Tic-Tac-Toe ére Tic-Tac-Toe 2-ply Answer2-ply Answer

!! Recursive ValuesRecursive Values
Visualization ImageVisualization Image

!! MisMiséére re Tic-tac-toeTic-tac-toe
"" Outer rim is Outer rim is positionposition
"" Inner levels Inner levels movesmoves
"" LegendLegend

LoseLose
TieTie
WinWin
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Computational Game TheoryComputational Game Theory

!! Large gamesLarge games
"" Can theorize strategies, build AI systems to playCan theorize strategies, build AI systems to play
"" Can study endgames, smaller version of Can study endgames, smaller version of origorig

"" Examples: Quick Chess, 9x9 Go, 6x6 Checkers, etc.Examples: Quick Chess, 9x9 Go, 6x6 Checkers, etc.

"" Can put 18 years into a game [Schaeffer, Checkers]Can put 18 years into a game [Schaeffer, Checkers]

!! Small-to-medium gamesSmall-to-medium games
"" Can have computer Can have computer stronglystrongly solve and solve and……

"" Play against it and teach us strategyPlay against it and teach us strategy
"" Allow us to test our theories on the database, analysisAllow us to test our theories on the database, analysis
"" Analyze human-human game and tell us where we erred!Analyze human-human game and tell us where we erred!

"" Big goal: Big goal: Hunt Big GameHunt Big Game  –– those not solved yet those not solved yet
"" I wrote GAMESMAN in 1988 I wrote GAMESMAN in 1988 (almost 20 yrs ago!),(almost 20 yrs ago!),

the basis of my the basis of my GamesCrafters GamesCrafters research groupresearch group
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GamesCraftersGamesCrafters
GamesCraftersGamesCrafters..berkeleyberkeley..eduedu

!! Undergraduate ComputationalUndergraduate Computational
Game Theory Research GroupGame Theory Research Group

!! 140 students since 2001140 students since 2001
"" We now average 40/semester!We now average 40/semester!
"" They work in teams of 2+They work in teams of 2+

!! Most return, take more seniorMost return, take more senior
roles (sub-group team leads)roles (sub-group team leads)
"" MMaximizationaximization (bottom-up (bottom-up  solve)solve)
"" OOh, h, DeepaBlueDeepaBlue  (parallelization)(parallelization)
"" GGUIUI (graphical interface work) (graphical interface work)
"" RRetroetro  (GUI (GUI refactoringrefactoring))
"" AArchitecturerchitecture (core) (core)
"" NNew/ice Gamesew/ice Games (add /  (add / refactorrefactor))
"" DDocumentationocumentation (games & code) (games & code)
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GamesCraftersGamesCrafters
GamesCraftersGamesCrafters..berkeleyberkeley..eduedu

!! Projects span CS areasProjects span CS areas
"" AI : Writing AI : Writing ““intelligentintelligent”” players players
"" DB:DB:  How do we store results?How do we store results?
"" HCI:HCI:  Implementing interfacesImplementing interfaces
"" Graphics: Values visualizationsGraphics: Values visualizations
"" SE: Lots of SE juice here, itSE: Lots of SE juice here, it’’s big!s big!

"" Defining & implementing APIsDefining & implementing APIs
"" Managing open source SWManaging open source SW

"" OSOS::  We have our ownWe have our own  VMVM
"" Also Also eHarmony eHarmony & net DB& net DB

"" PL: WePL: We’’re defining languages tore defining languages to
describes games and GUIsdescribes games and GUIs

"" THY: Lots of THY: Lots of combinatorics combinatorics here:here:
position & move hash functionsposition & move hash functions

!! Perennial Open Day favorite!Perennial Open Day favorite!
!! ““Research and DevelopmentResearch and Development

can be fun?!can be fun?!””

Lines of Code:Lines of Code:
8K8K JavaJava
80K80K Tcl/TkTcl/Tk
155K155K CC
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Alumni FeedbackAlumni Feedback

!! Student feedback (Student feedback (20062006
StudentStudent  report)report)
"" Problem:Problem:

““Undergrads find it hard toUndergrads find it hard to
participate in researchparticipate in research””

"" Solution:Solution:
““Create more activities likeCreate more activities like
[Dan[Dan’’s groups]s groups]””

!! ““I learned more aboutI learned more about  realreal
software engineering insoftware engineering in
GamesCrafters GamesCrafters than in my CSthan in my CS
classes combinedclasses combined””

!! ““It pulled together all of theIt pulled together all of the
theoretical concepts from thetheoretical concepts from the
various CS classes invarious CS classes in
providing my first practicalproviding my first practical
application of my degree.application of my degree.
Everything I learned in classEverything I learned in class
was also present inwas also present in
GamesCraftersGamesCrafters..””

!! ““The experience prepared meThe experience prepared me
for a career in softwarefor a career in software
development in ways that mydevelopment in ways that my
CS classes never could.CS classes never could.””

!! ““GamesCrafters GamesCrafters was thewas the
defining institution of mydefining institution of my
undergraduate career atundergraduate career at
Cal.Cal.””
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ConclusionConclusion
GamesCraftersGamesCrafters..berkeleyberkeley..eduedu

!! GamesCraftersGamesCrafters
"" 200 Alumni200 Alumni
"" 65 Games65 Games
"" Almost 250K Almost 250K LoCLoC

"" GAMESMAN openGAMESMAN open
source, download!source, download!

!! Meta take-awayMeta take-away
"" Think of itches youThink of itches you

need scratching; formneed scratching; form
an undergrad group!an undergrad group!
"" Ruby on RailsRuby on Rails
"" ACM ACM ProgProg. Contest. Contest
"" …… you fill in the blank! you fill in the blank!

2007Sp 2007Sp GamesCraftersGamesCrafters


